Under the pressure of the impulse of Asymmetry these primordial energetic Eidoses dissociate to
secondary non-thinking Energy and secondary non-energetic Thought.
Objective Psyche, being continuum of Energetic Eidoses and Energetic Signs is the underlying
reality of the Universe.
Self-divergation
self-disintegration: Objective Psyche of the Universe self-diverges and
self-disintegrates to Objective Platonic World (which is the world of non-energetic Forms-Ideas)
+ Objective Energetic Worlds (which is the World of formless Energy
omnidirected
non-local Energy)
Objective Energetic World is a combination of continuum of formless omni-directed non-local
Energy and continuum of mirroring of abilities of Objective Psyche: Objective psychic ability of
Objective Psyche mirror themselves in the energetic world this way the energetic world becomes
the treasure of Objective Memory, Objective Fantasy and Objective Emotions.
Objective energetic world (as self-dissociated World Quantum) self-dissociates to the two
Quantum Realms: the realm of quantum non-energetic Forms plus the realm of quantum
formless Energy. The realm of quantum formless Energy separates and autonimates as the World
of Subjective Physics. The realm of quantum non-energetic Form separates and autonimates as
the World of Subjective Psyche. Objective Psychic abilities of the Objective energetic world
mirror themselves into the Subjective psychic abilities: Subjective Memory, Subjective Intellect,
Subjective Emotions, and so on. Thus, Objective energetic world self-diverges and self-divides to
the World of Subjective Psyche (which is subjective mental world) plus the World of Subjective
Physics, which are both quantum worlds.
Subjective Physics and Subjective Psyche stand in mutual bisection and coordination to each
other
where to every point of the Subjective Psyche corresponds to a respective point of
Subjective Physics; and to every dynamic within Subjective Psyche corresponds a respective
dynamic within Subjective Physics. But both worlds are subjective and quantum worlds.
These two worlds, being in biective coordination and unifying their efforts, project one common
picture of their togetherness and unity, which appears to our senses as the macroscopic familiar
world. Therefore the macroscopic sensorial world is only a synthetic projection and projective
image of both associated world of Subjective Physics and world of Subjective Psyche.
Our macroscopic familiar world which we call physical arises as a result of the extra objectivation
and projection of Subjective Psyche and Subjective Physics. But in order to project their
common image onto the screen of our senses, both worlds need the condition of the
Reduction of Wave function . Before experiencing reduction they cannot provide their
projection because staying within the ontology of quantum state they are Possibilistic quantum
worlds.
When they enter into association, the macroscopic familiar world is born. Exactly the association
of these two quantum worlds is caused by the notorious Reduction of Wave function.
Platonic Ideas are not primordial, but secondary. They are non-energetic Eidoses born by
self-disintegration of something higher and primordial to them: Beginningless primordial
energetic Eidoses-Signs, in which Energy and Information (Semantics, Cogito) exist within one
unbroken wholeness, as a continuum of energetic Forms-Ideas and thinking Energy.

Self-convergation and restoration: It is necessary for the world of the Subjective Psyche and the
world of Subjective Physics to get together in order to restore, by convergation, the Objective
energetic world. It is necessary for the Objective energetic world to converge

with the Objective Platonic world, in order to restore the Objective Psyche of the Universe,
which is the world of energetic Ideas and energetic Signs.
Subjective mental-psychic world cannot return alone, without Subjective Physical world into
Objective Energetic world.
Subjective Physical world cannot return alone, without Subjective mental world into Objective
Energetic world.
Objective Platonic world cannot return alone, without Objective Energetic world into Objective
Psyche of the Universe.
Objective Energetic world cannot return alone, without Objective Platonic world into the
Objective Psyche of the Universe.

